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Abstract

The goal of FIREX (Field-reversed Ion Ring Experiment) is to produce a fully
field-reversed ring with 1 MeV protons. Such a ring requires about 2-3xlO17 pro-
tons, or 30-50 mC of charge. This charge is to be injected as an annular proton
beam through a suitable magnetic cusp configuration to produce a compact ring.
We describe here the critical design issues for the ion beam accelerator. First experi-
mental results of ion diode operation indicate that the design is capable of producing
the required beam parameters.

I. Introduction

The new FIREX (Field-reversed Ion Ring Experiment) accelerator is a 1.2 MV, 800 kA,
150 ns pulsed power source constructed at Cornell for driving a magnetically-insulated ion diode.
This diode, based on designs developed at Cornell over the last decade, generates a proton beam
in a magnetic field system designed to form ion rings. FIREX is intended as a major step
toward the realization of a field-reversed ion ring or ion ring/FRC reactor in which a significant
fraction of the azimuthal current is carried by large orbit ions that provide MHD stability to a
high-/3 field-reversed configuration (see companion paper [1]). The goal of FIREX is to produce
a fully field-reversed ring with 1 MeV protons, which requires ~ 30 mC protons in the ring and
~ 400 kA proton current from the diode [1]. The basic experimental approach follows that of
our earlier experiments: an annular proton beam is injected through a magnetic cusp into a
solenoidal field, thereby converting up to 90% of the proton kinetic energy into rotation. On the
FIREX experiment, the cusp is very compact axially (~ 12 cm), and the solenoid is a gradual
ramp, rising from 6 to 9 kG over 2 meters of axial length. Due to this axial gradient, the
circulating beam particles are slowed down axially and eventually are reflected by the mirror
effect.
II. FIREX Pulser

In designing the pulsed power driver, the need to limit costs and meet space restrictions
while at the same time provide the large amount of charge required to achieve field reversal
led to a design that reuses existing tanks and gas switches from the LION pulser [1] but adds
new high energy-density capacitors and triaxial pulse shaping lines. A bipolar Marx generator
of 24 3.0 /xF, 100 kV capacitors charges a 50 nF triaxial water dielectric intermediate storage
capacitor (ISC). The ISC is composed of three concentric coaxial cylinders, with the outer- and
inner-most cylinders nominally at ground potential (see Figure 1). The outside diameter of the
outer cylinder was limited by the dimensions of the existing water tank (2 m). The diameters of
the intermediate and inner cylinders were then determined by limiting the electric field on the
intermediate conductor to 75% of the positive breakdown strength of water.

After an ISC charging time of approximately 1.2 /is, a self-break SF6 gas switch closes,
charging the pulse-forming line (PFL). In an effort to decrease the overall diameter of the PFL
and increase the length-to-circumference ratio, as well as operate with relaxed electric field values
on the conductors, the PFL is split into two nested lines. After the main gas switch closes, the
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PFL is charged as two lines of 2.5 ft and 3.2 ft in series. After the main water switch closes, the
lines discharge in parallel as a 1.4 ft, 60 ns pulseline.

The main water switch is a six electrode self-break switch that connects the PFL to a 1.4 ft,
20 ns coaxial output line. Inside the output line is a 14 ft, 80 ns (one way) transit-time isolator
used to feed power and signals to and from anode potential. Between the output line and the
60 nH vacuum interface is an 8 electrode prepulse water switch. The diode load sits at the end
of a short (~ 65 cm long) 10 ft magnetically insulated vacuum transmission line attached to the
vacuum interface.

The downstream portions of the PFL conductors, output line, and the vacuum insulator outer
conductor are all fabricated using perforated stainless steel to allow for shock wave pressure relief
when the water switches fire.

In the results reported in this paper, an epoxy groove anode has been used. To achieve a
greater proton fraction in the beam, an evaporating metal foil anode plasma source (EMFAPS)
anode [2] will later be installed. A new approach will be tried on FIREX to divert a portion of
the main pulse energy to drive the EMFAPS foil. Previously, on the LION accelerator, a plasma
opening switch was used to transfer a small fraction of the main pulse to drive the anode plasma
source. LION data indicate that a 10 ns, 100 kA current pulse that arrives 5 to 10 ns before the
main pulse is required to evaporate the metal foil and establish the proper plasma parameters.
To avoid the reliability problems of an opening switch, on FIREX a portion of the high-voltage
pulse energy is being capacitively coupled to the EMFAPS driver. Electrodes have been placed
on the water side of the vacuum insulator inner conductor in close proximity to the grounded
water switch midplane. The electrode spacing, as well as the radial position, can be adjusted to
change the timing and amplitude of the signal. The signal is carried to the anode foil using a
4 ft transmission line located inside the inner conductor of the vacuum line. Pspice [3] circuit
analysis was used to model the FIREX pulser. Output from the Pspice model was incorporated
in PIC simulations during the design phase of the FIREX experiment.

III. FIREX Ion Diode
The central component of the FIREX ion accelerator is an applied-B magnetically-insulated

ion diode of a type first employed at Cornell for ion ring generation in 1978. The first critical
feature in the diode design is the magnetic field and electrode configuration of the diode, which
determines the diode efficiency, distribution of ion current density and the diode impedance. The
FIREX design is developed directly from the optimized diode used since 1992 on LION [4]. For
FIREX, the voltage and current density are nearly the same as for the LION diode, but the total
diode area is a factor of five larger, and the pulse length is three times longer. The FIREX diode
and magnetic field configuration are shown in Figure 2. The field is the result of the superposition
of the external solenoid driven by a 3 s pulse that penetrates all diode structures, and the diode
coil, driven by a 0.5 ms pulse that is excluded by selected components in the structure to shape
the magnetic field. The field in the diode gap is designed to produce an ion current density
uniform across the diode radius, and to have only a small spread in canonical angular momentum
for beam particles at different radii. These conditions are optimized experimentally by adjusting
the ratio between the solenoid field and the diode field. Variation of 5% in this ratio changes
the magnetic flux surface tilt in the gap enough to significantly change the diode operation.
Figure 3 shows diode voltage and total current waveforms, and proton current density measured
by filtered magnetically insulated faraday cups at 70% marx charge (64 kV). Figure 4 shows
experimental diode current and voltage waveforms from Fig. 3, as well as waveforms from a
shot with 20% lower magnetic insulation, compared to the results of Pspice simulations at 100%
marx charge. (The simulated current trace is proton current only, and should be multiplied
by 1.33 to obtain diode current.) The ion diode impedance profile used in the simulations was
constructed from LION diode data, extrapolated to the FIR.EX pulse length using information
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about plasma motion and impedance collapse from LIOX diagnostics [4]. In the experimental
result, the initial voltage rise is slower than the simulation, and the droop in voltage is more
rapid in the second half of the pulse. The current waveform shape is similar, but the amplitude
is about half of that simulated at full marx charge and the modeled diode coupling. The diode
is presently insulated to Vcrit = 1.3 MV {Vent is the critical voltage for magnetic insulation), at
the outer anode radius. The design of the diode and cusp fields allows for up to twice this Vent,
with the solenoid field matched for optimal ring formation. The two experimental waveforms
in Fig. 4 show strong improvement in voltage pulse shape with the 20% increase in Vent- We
believe that the initial voltage rise is still limited by marginal insulation of the diode at early
time, and anticipate that the voltage rise will be further sharpened as Vcrit is increased. A
faster voltage rise and higher early voltage peak should allow a faster rise in the ion current
enhancement, and bring the initial current rise up toward the simulation. We also believe that
the late voltage droop will be further lessened by stronger insulation, based on LION data.
Turn-on of the present passive anode may limit the allowable increase in V^u to achieve these
goals, but the EMFAPS anode should relax this limitation as well as provide a much higher
proton fraction than the presently inferred ~ 60% of the beam. The FIREX diode is designed
with an area of 500 cm2, so that the required ion current density is limited to below 1.5 kA/cm2,
to avoid severe "parasitic load" regimes in which ion current is diverted to undesired ion species,
and diode impedance collapses rapidly.

The FIREX pulser design process used the diode model and ring generation requirements in
a much more detailed and interactive way than previous pulsed power generator designs, in that
calculated beam pulses from the accelerator (diode and pulser) were used extensively in ring
formation simulations to iteratively optimize the design of both the pulser and the magnetic
system. The early results we have shown give promise that FIREX, when optimized at full
pulser energy, will be able to provide the beam required for field-reversed ring formation during
the next year.

•Work supported by US DOE Grant No. DE-FG02-93ER54221.
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Figure 1: Water section of the FIREX pulser.
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Figure 2: FIREX diode. (A) Anode;
(B) Cathode; (C) Diode Foil;
(D) Diode Current Monitor.
Field lines are plotted less frequently
outside the separatrix for clarity.
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Figure 3: FIREX diode traces.
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Figure 4: Simulated (solid) and experimental (solid - 1.3 MV
Vcrit) waveforms.
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